Engaging Sources: Helping Students Learn to Read for Problems
Sample Lesson Plan for Teaching with The Craft of Research
This small-group activity asks students to discuss a brief section of a research article and to reflect on
the choices the article’s author has made in citing sources.
Objective
To help students understand how researchers use sources to shape their own argument or approach to
a topic. By “reading for problems” as The Craft of Research authors suggest, students should begin to
see how they can use sources to identify unresolved issues and new areas of inquiry for themselves.
Instructor Preparation
Identify a research article that you would like students to work with. Ideally, this should be a familiar
reading that you have previously assigned to the entire class or something closely related to recent
classroom discussions. Select a section of the article in which the author makes frequent reference to
other sources. Often, the introductory section of an article is ideal, since that is typically the place
where an author will identify problems with previous research and establish the current state of
knowledge about the article’s topic. The selection should be brief—a few paragraphs or 1-2 pages at
most—so that students can focus closely on a few examples.
Student Preparation
To prepare for the class session, have students read The Craft of Research Chapter 6: Engaging Sources
(pp. 85-104) and review the section of the research article you have chosen for this activity (see
above).
Activity Directions, Part 1 (20-30 minutes)
Divide students into pairs or small groups and have them analyze the research article excerpt you have
chosen using the Reading for a Problem criteria listed on pages 89-92 of The Craft of Research. In
particular, have students respond to these questions:
•
•
•

How has the author used sources to identify areas of creative agreement?
(Does the author build on areas of consensus in his or her field?)
How has the author used sources to identify areas of creative disagreement?
(Does the author point to areas where experts disagree or knowledge is lacking?)
What problem will the author address in his or her research?
(How is the author’s work responding to the areas of agreement/disagreement?)

After 10-15 minutes of discussion in groups, students can report their findings back to the entire class.
Activity Directions, Part 2 (20-30 minutes)
If time allows, you can have students engage in a second round of small-group discussion by having
them now apply the questions from part one of the activity to their own research. What areas of
creative agreement or disagreement have they discovered in the sources they have read so far? How
can they use those sources to help focus their own project? If there isn’t time for this during the same
class session, it could be assigned as homework (students could submit a journal entry or research
progress report with their responses) or it could be part of a future class session.

** The example below is the first page of a research article with comments that reflect the kind of
observations you might guide students toward in this activity. **

The authors
use sources
to define
and limit
terms for
the study.

Here, the
authors note a
contradiction of
perspective, a
kind of creative
disagreement
that leads them
to focus on the
individual
rather than the
collective level
of the issue.

The authors
use the
Snyder and
Omoto
source for
support
and extend
the claim
quoted
here to
shape their
own
project.

